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During the summer months at Asbury
Seminary, both campuses empty. Students
head out for a respite from their studies.
But, for many, there is no respite from
ministry. For most students, the summer
months are filled with youth camps, church
work and overseas mission trips. It’s the work
they love to do.
For those of us who don’t necessarily get
a summer break from work, we still have a
mission. No matter our calling, as Christians
our work each day is our ministry. This issue
of the The Asbury Herald is dedicated to
exploring how our vocation is our calling.
We also wanted to highlight a few of our
students who are changing the world. They
are some of many.
Yes, the summer may be quiet in Wilmore
and Orlando, but our students aren’t.
They’re continuing to spread the Gospel
across the globe.
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:: RESPONDING TO THE CALLS OF GOD
by Dr. Jeffrey E. Greenway, President
Mark 1:16-20

The Church

Why has God

of Jesus Christ and the Methodist Church in
particular has lost a giant in our midst late last year. Dr. Bill Hinson,
who retired a number of years ago after a long and storied tenure as
the senior pastor of the First United Methodist Church of Houston,
entered the church triumphant on the day after Christmas. He was a
member of our Board of Trustees at Asbury and I still remember the
last conversation I had with him. It was on November 11, 2004, the day
I was inaugurated as the sixth president of Asbury. He pulled me aside
and said this, “Jeff, there are two great days in a person’s life, the day
you were born, and the day you discover what you were born for. You
were born for this.”
There are two great days in a person’s life. The day you were born,
and the day you discover what you were born for. What were you born
for? Why did God choose to knit you together inside of your mother’s
womb? Why has God graced you with life? Why are you here?
Several years ago, Time magazine did a survey in which they tried to
discover what the number one expressed need in America was. They
found that the number one need was the need for meaning and purpose—to know what we were born for. What we’re talking about is
vocation. Vocation is not just a job. Vocation is the intersection of your
life and God’s will, resulting in Kingdom impact. It is life that is spent
in response to grace and living in the middle of the will of God.
Vocation involves listening to the call of God upon one’s life.
I’ve been
graced you with life? Why are you here? thinking about
vocation a lot lately. After all, within the last 24 months, God has significantly interrupted my plan for my life and taken me to places
where I didn’t think I would go. I had invested 19 years as a pastor and
leader in the Western Pennsylvania Conference of the United
Methodist Church, and God called my wife, family and me to pick up
the roots of our former life, move to central Kentucky, and put down
new roots in the Asbury community.
On January 9, 2004, Beth and I were in a hotel conference room
near the Cincinnati airport being interviewed by the Presidential
Transition Committee from Asbury. For two hours we were asked
about why we would want to come and be the president and spouse at

“ Fo l l o w m e ,
and I will make you fish for people.”
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… w h e n we ’ r e f o l l o w i n g Jes u s
… h e c h a n g e s o u r i d e n t i ty.

Asbury Seminary. I’m so grateful
for that couple of hours, because
the Holy Spirit was palpably present in that
place. I accepted the call
to come to Asbury
because I knew it was
from God and in
response to grace.
I am not unique. I
believe that God has a
vocational call upon each one of
our lives. In fact, I believe there is a
possibility that there are four different types of call operative in the
life of any Christian. The question
is, how will you respond to the calls
of God upon your life?

Call 1

The first call is the call to follow
Jesus. This is what we read about in
the first chapter of Mark. Jesus is
walking along the Sea of Galilee
like he has many times before, and
he comes upon Simon and Andrew
mending their nets. He says,
“Follow me, and I will make you
fish for people.” Then he walks a
little further and he finds James
and John, the sons of Zebedee,
working on their nets, and he says,
“Follow me,” and all four of them
left their nets, left their former way
of life, and started walking with
Jesus in a different direction. That
is not the end of the story; it was
just the beginning of the journey
for them.
You see, the decision to follow
Jesus is not a singular event. It
starts with a singular event and
involves a yielding of one’s life
every day from that point on. We
see this in the life of Simon later
in Mark, chapter 8, when he
comes to a place of declaration.
Jesus is walking with the disciples
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and said, “Who do the people say
that I am?” One of them says,
“You are John the Baptist come
back from the dead.” Another
says, “Some say you’re Elijah.”
Still another one says, “Some say
you are one of the prophets.”
Then Jesus asked the most important question that can be asked of
a human being. He said, “Who do
you say that I am?” Simon
answered, “You are the Christ, the
son of the living God.” And Jesus
said, “Blessed are you, Simon, son
of Jonah. Flesh and blood has not
revealed this to you, but my
Father who is in heaven. And I tell
you, you will be called Peter, and
upon this rock, I will build my
church.”
Jesus changed Simon’s name,
but it was much more than that.
You see when we really encounter
God…when we’re following
Jesus…he changes our identity.
The call to follow Jesus comes
at a definitive point, but it’s yielded to daily after that. Several years
ago, I had the opportunity to meet
a Methodist bishop named
Kenneth Goodson. He had been
preaching at a youth assembly at
Lake Junaluska in North Carolina,
about the need to accept Jesus.
During one of those question-andanswer times, a 13-year-old boy
asked him, “Bishop, when did you
accept Jesus and start to follow
him?” The bishop gave a wise
answer. He said, “The first time or
the last time?” And the kid said,
“Both.” He said, “The first time
was when I was about 13 years old,
just like you, at this very same
altar. The last time was this morning when I got out of bed and
decided to follow Jesus again.”
When did you decide to follow
Jesus?

Call 2

The second call is the call to be
like Jesus. I pray two prayers every
morning. The first one is that I’ll
be more like Jesus tonight when I
go to bed than when I got up this
morning. I think that’s pretty
Wesleyan. We’re trying to “go on to
perfection,” and grow to be more
like Christ.
One of the things I love about
the Gospels is the story of Peter.
The reason I like it is because he’s so
real. He’s so human. He’s so imperfect that there is hope for you and
me. If God can use Peter, God can
use any one of us. After all, Peter followed Jesus, but he didn’t always
“get it.” Peter was present when
Jesus saw the multitude of 5,000
people there. Peter probably was
leading the charge to send them
away. I imagine Jesus must have
looked at them and said, “You just
don’t get it.” And he took the loaves
and fishes and he fed the multitude.
Peter was there with James and John
on the Mount of Transfiguration
when Jesus was changed in front of
their eyes and Peter said to his fellows, “Let’s build a tent so we can
stay here and we don’t have to
leave.” I imagine Jesus said, “You
just don’t get it. You have to come
down off the mountain into the valley or people will never know who I
am.” Peter was there when they were
clamoring about who would be the
greatest in the kingdom of God. He
was probably jockeying for his seat
of honor at the dinner table. And
Jesus looked at him and said, “Peter,
you just don’t get it. If you would
follow after me, if you want to be
great, you need to be the servant of
the rest.”
Peter was there that night at the
last supper when Jesus took off his
robe and wrapped himself in a
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towel like a slave, took a basin and
began to wash the feet of the disciples as the lowliest of slaves would
do. Peter objected and said, “No,
Lord, not me.” I imagine Jesus said,
“Peter, you just don’t get it. Unless
you take part in this, you’re not part
of me.” Then, in typical Peter-like
overstatement, he said, “Then wash
me from head to toe.” A little later,
Peter was there that night in the
upper room when Jesus said that
everyone would deny and forsake
him, and Peter said, “Lord, I’ll never
forsake you.” Jesus said, “Peter, you
just don’t get it. Before the cock
crows three times tomorrow morning, you will deny me three times.”
Peter was there after the resurrection. He left Jerusalem. He had
gone back to his former life on the
Sea of Galilee. Jesus came walking
to him along the shore one morning. Peter still didn’t get it. And
then Jesus said, “Simon (calling
him by his former name), do you
love me more than these?” “Yes,
Lord, you know that I love you.”
“Then feed my sheep.” Three different times. And Peter finally got it.
God restored him to wholeness.
Peter was impulsive; he was
imperfect; he was improbable.
That’s Peter – the rock upon whom
Jesus built the church. One of the
things I like about Peter is that
what we know about him happened in private and was told in
public. The only way it would have
been told to us is if Peter had confessed his own sin before everybody
to show the redemptive power of
God. The only reason it is in the
Gospel of Mark is because John
Mark was the traveling companion
of Simon Peter and he wrote down
the Gospel as Peter preached it.
Peter told stories about himself.
Everybody knew he wasn’t perfect.
Later in his life he wrote I and II

Peter and he called the followers of
Jesus to become more and more
like Jesus, “To be holy even as your
father in heaven is holy.”
How do we do that? How do we
answer the call to be more like
Jesus? Let me offer a couple of suggestions. The first one is, we need
to choose to grow. We have to
choose that we want to be more
like Jesus tonight when we go to
bed than we were when we got up
in the morning. Here’s the great
news: God accepts us where we are.
But here’s the greater news: God
loves us too much to leave us there.
The second suggestion I have
for you on how to grow to be more
holy and to be more like Jesus is to
begin practicing what Wesley called
the means of grace—those holy
habits that we historically know
will cause the character of Jesus to
be formed in us. We study the
Scripture; we pray together; we
worship together; we bind ourselves
together in small groups; we witness to our faith—we practice those
habits and slowly and surely the
character of Christ is formed in us.
Are you willing to grow up? Are
you willing to listen to God’s call to
be more like Jesus? Are you willing
to practice the holy habits that will
cause the character of Jesus to be
formed in you? Are you willing to
yield your life daily to Jesus? And
ask God to make you more like
him at night when you go to bed
than you were when you got up in
the morning? Then perhaps that
call is for you.

Call 3

There is a third call that is operative in the life of a Christian: the
call to ministry. Here is a truth:
God has called and gifted every

Christian to ministry. If you have
accepted Jesus as your Savior, you
received the gift of the Holy Spirit,
you have received gifts for ministry,
and you are gifted to serve. You are
encouraged to find what those
gifts are and use them in the body
of Christ. After all, Martin Luther
said that baptism is the ordination
of every Christian. All of us who
are baptized into Christ are
ordained into Christian ministry.
As a pastor and a District
Superintendent, I worked with a
fundamental principle. Every congregation has the gifts and graces
necessary to be and do all that God
has called it to be and do. What
most congregations need to do to
be effective in ministry is for the
pastor to release the ministry of the
whole people of God into Spiritled, prayer-soaked, need-oriented,
gift-based ministry.
In some congregations, the pastor serves as a block to the ministry
of the whole people of God. He or
she is so concerned with being the
“pastor-in-charge” that they forget
the scriptural model of the body of
Christ with every member as a vital
functioning part with
the crucial role in
ministry to fill.
Ephesians 4:12-14
tells that “The gifts
he gave were that
some would be
apostles, some
prophets, some
evangelists, some
pastors and teachers (the traditional roles of “clergy” in the
church), to equip the saints (that is
the whole of the body of Christ)
for the work of ministry for building up the body of Christ…”
In other congregations, the laity
(the non-ordained clergy) have
grown comfortable with paying the

...I was shocked at how many churches
were filled with spiritual babies
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I dare you to pray that kind of prayer

Asbury feel
a n d s e e w h e r e G o d m i g h t l e a d y o u . called to preach
or see thempastor to be the dispenser of reliselves on a traditional ordination
gious services. They want enough
track. The other 48 percent are
“religion” to make them socially
laypersons who are coming here to
acceptable, but not so much as to
be fashioned into useful tools for
call them to a life of deep abiding
kingdom work. I believe God is
discipleship and ministry. This
calling some people who are readignores the biblical model of the
ing this article to leave their former
shared ministry of the whole peoway of life, to leave their “boats and
ple of God in the Body of
nets,” and to follow him in fullChrist.
time service.
God has a call to minAre you wrestling with this type
istry upon every person’s
of call? How will you respond? I
life. There is ministry
told you that I pray two prayers
and purpose for your
every morning. The first one is that
life and the life of your
I’ll be more like Jesus tonight when
congregation that will
I go to bed than I was when I got
not be complete unless
up this morning. The second one is
or until you’re placed
a really dangerous prayer: “God,
beside the other members, and fulplease take my life and use it wherfill this calling. What are you called
ever you see fit in kingdom work.”
to be and do in Jesus’ name? How
Praying that dangerous prayer has
have you been gifted to serve?
led me to Kentucky, but where my
life intersects with God’s will is
where my vocational calling is and
there is no greater place to be. I
dare you to pray that kind of prayer
There is a fourth call that may
and see where God might lead you.
be operative in the life of a
It could lead you anywhere.
Christian: the call to full-time
I wish it had been easy for me.
Christian ministry. While all believYou might think it’s easy for a semers in Jesus are called to ministry,
inary president to say, “Oh, yes, just
some are called to be set apart for
respond to the call.” Not true! My
full-time Christian service.
teenage years were marked with my
This type of call is not fulfilled
heel marks dug into the ground
through occasional service in and
fighting a call to full-time ordained
through the body of Christ. It is
ministry. I did not want to be what
marked by a yearning of the heart
my dad was, not that it was a bad
and restlessness of the soul that
thing, but I just wanted to be my
God is calling one to something
own person. Yet, consistently over
more. It is evidenced by the gifts of
time, there would be witnesses that
the Spirit, and confirmed through
God would raise up and say, “Jeff,
the witness and affirmation of the
have you ever thought about going
Church. The person who answers
into fulltime Christian service?”
this call knows that vocation and
“Jeff, have you ever thought about
avocation intersect in a life lived in
being the pastor of a church?” “Jeff,
response to the grace of God.
have you ever thought about
Sometimes it’s articulated as a
maybe you’ve been called in mincall to preach or pastor, but that is
istry beyond the local church?”
not always the case. Twenty years
“Jeff, have you ever thought maybe
ago, when I was a student at semiGod is calling you to be the presinary, 90 percent of students felt
dent of Asbury?” And at every turn,
called to preach in the church. Now
when that call was initially spoken
only 52 percent of the students at

Call 4
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to me, I said, “No.” But a strange
thing has happened in my life as I
have learned to listen to the still
small whisper of the voice of God. I
have learned to say, “Yes…I will go if
you lead me.”
When I was a little boy, around
two years of age, my dad was pastoring a church. He would work all
day, come home and eat dinner
with us, and go out and make pastoral calls at night. We rarely saw
him in the evening. My mother
would put me to bed at about 8
p.m. My dad would come home at
9 or 9:30, and he would walk into
my room. He would kneel beside
my bed, and whisper my name.
Upon hearing his voice speak my
name, I would wake up. We would
play for a half hour. Then he would
tuck me back in my bed, pray for
me and leave. To this day, when I’m
in my parents’ home, if I’m sleeping on the couch or taking a nap
on the bed, my dad only has to
walk into my room and whisper
my name, and I’m awake…because I
learned to listen to my father’s
voice. My prayer is that I’ll be as
tuned into the Spirit’s voice in my
life as I am to my earthly dad’s
voice in my life.
My prayer is that you will be so
tuned in to the voice of the Spirit
of God, the one that speaks to you
in the night, the one that speaks to
you through other people, the one
that is nudging you right now, and
that you’ll say, “Yes…I will go if you
lead me.”
You see, there really are two
great days in your life: the first one
is the day you are born and the second one is when you discover what
you were born for. God has a vocational calling upon every person
here:
…a call to follow in faith,
…a call to be more like Jesus,
…a call to serve and witness, and
…for some of us that call is for
full-time service.
Where is God calling you? And
will you respond in faith?
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India

Jenny, Meredith, Jessica

A friend.

A classroom. A marathon. A house. A country.
And three Christian women. All pieces of a puzzle coming together this
summer, half way around the world.
It started in fall 2003, when new students Jessica Sue Harper and Jenny
Carter, both world missions and evangelism majors, met early on in the
semester. They became fast friends as both classes, and time, flew by.
One year later, master of divinity student Meredith Richter began her
seminary journey. While some of their classes overlapped, it was not books,
but running shoes, that proved the venue for these three women to grow
closer. “We found out Meredith was training for the same half marathon
that Jess and I were, so we decided to all train together,” shares Jenny.
The training schedule to prepare for the 13-mile run was upwards of two
hours a day as race day drew near. Such consistent time spent together only
served to strengthen the connection between the three.
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The previous January, Jessica
had attended a conference at the
Wilmore Free Methodist Church
which involved intensive training
for those interested in missions,
and culminated in a trip to India.
Unbeknownst to Jessica, this experience would prove to be the catalyst that brought the three women
together in ministry. “It was an
amazing place—so diverse,” Jessica
shares. “I knew I wanted to go back
someday, but I wasn’t sure in what
capacity.”
Seminary classes like cross-cultural anthropology, religions of
India, and world religions cemented her interest in returning to this
complex and dynamic region. “In
Mumbai alone, you find all four

about their individual summer
plans. Jessica was hoping to travel
with a friend to India, piggy backing on the friend’s research for a
thesis. The contacts Jessica had
made during her initial trip to
India the year previous had afforded her with many Christian connections, in the way of Indian pastors. And so, sitting around a
house one afternoon discussing
their options, Meredith posed the
question that would put the wheels
in motion: “What if we did this
together?”
Using Jessica’s contacts as a
springboard, and under close
advisement of their seminary professors, the three women went to
work putting together the pieces of

—such strong people.
We ’ r e j u s t h o p i n g to h e l p e m p o w e r t h e n a t i o n a l
monotheistic religions represented,” Jessica goes on. Professors like
Dr. Terry Muck taught her much
about the complexity of India’s coexisting religious communities. But
it was the Lord who would orchestrate the details of her return.
The three friends, now with the
marathon under their belt, decided
to take on a new challenge. They
decided to attend a class together—
this time, off-campus—at Wilmore
United Methodist Church. Jenny
and Meredith shared Jessica’s heart
for overseas ministry, and the different weekly presenters in the
global perspectives class were
encouraging to all three. And the
timing was perfect.
“I was looking for a supervised
ministry opportunity in another
country,” Jenny describes. “And it
was time for me to do an independent study in missions,” echoes
Meredith. “I lived overseas in
Jakarta for several years,” she goes
on, “and I was excited at the
thought of going overseas again. I
feel really comfortable in new cultures.”
They began to brainstorm

8

the puzzle that would become their
summer. While their experiences
will differ, they share a common
desire to learn more about what
kind of role Western missionaries
can play in India. Jessica tells of the
“passionate and inspiring prayer
life” of the Indian Christians she’s
encountered, and the ability of very
different denominations to “work
effectively together” on the mission
field.
Jessica will spend almost two
months in India, using Andheri
Free Methodist Church in Mumbai
as a homebase. This one church is
a perfect picture of the diversity
within Indian culture—four congregations utilize the church for services in four languages—English,
Hindi, Tamil, and Marathi. Her
work will include kids’ clubs with
children in the slums, as well as
work with established organizations like Scripture Union, providing Christian materials to churches
and families. She will also help
with various ministries targeting
the youth and children at Andheri
Free Methodist.
Meredith and Jenny will spend

three weeks in Mumbai, “doing
whatever the native Christians
there need us to do,” they share
willingly. They hope to visit an
orphanage, and work at a day care
center run by the Free Methodist
church. The day care also serves as
an outreach to children’s parents.
The kids, from the slums of
Mumbai, spend two hours a day at
the preschool in the center, providing parents constant contact with
Christian workers there. Their time
will also be shared with a creative
arts ministry, which reaches out to
artists in the Indian community.
“The native mission movements in India are so strong,”
shares Jessica, with obvious respect.
“They are very in touch and in tune
with spiritual
things—such
I n d i a n c h u r c h . strong people.
We’re just
hoping to help empower the
national Indian church.”
“Yes— empowering Indian
Christians to spread the gospel
throughout India,” Jenny continues.
While the three share many
common interests, they do concede
to having very different personalities. “We’ve learned so much
already, ” Meredith explains, “about
what it means to be a team, just
through the planning process
itself.”
But with such a clear, agreed
upon, common goal—to help
empower the national Indian
church—even the most diverse of
friends can learn to fit perfectly
together. A friend. A classroom. A
marathon. A house. A country. And
three Christian women. All pieces
of a Divine puzzle coming together
this summer, half way around the
world.
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Nicholasville

Isaiah

For tentmaker/pastor

Isaiah Surbrook, Wilmore and Jessamine County have become a
place to call home and a platform for vital, unexpected ministry
opportunities.
Isaiah hails from San Diego and moved to Wilmore as a teen in
order to attend Asbury College. After earning his undergraduate
degree in business and meeting his wife, Rebecca, he walked across
the street to Asbury Theological Seminary and received his M.Div.
degree this past spring.
Unlike most seminary graduates, Isaiah has no plans to leave
the area that has shaped and molded him for nearly a decade.
Recently a door opened for him to help plant a daughter church in
neighboring Nicholasville, a city booming with new development
and population growth.
Isaiah’s new opportunity took root while attending seminary
and working as a youth pastor at Church of the Savior, a nondenominational church in Nicholasville. The church’s associate
pastor was called to plant a daughter congregation, and six months
later Isaiah felt led to go with him. Generations Community
Church officially launched in September 2004.
“If you had asked me, I would have said I’d be the last person to
church plant,” Isaiah explains. “I had planned to work in the con-
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fines of a local church and expand
or continue whatever mission they
were on. I had been at Church of
the Savior for eight years.”
Isaiah was intrigued by two
major themes that were woven into
the DNA of the new plant. “One is
‘less is more’—I got wrapped
around the idea that churches are
just running their staff and people
ragged, trying to do more and
more,” he says. “If you can concentrate on doing less but doing those
things with extreme quality, you
will have 10 times the impact. That
just resonated with me.”
He continues, “The other was
the family focus that our church
started with. Being in youth ministry, what resonated with me was
the fact that if you can empower a
family to take the spiritual lead of
their children, you’ve done a far
greater service than if you as the
church try to take that leadership.”
For the first six months the
plant core met as a home group,
with about 25 people, including
children. Their first focus was planning the kids’ ministry.
“We thought we’d start with the
kids and ask the adults, who have
more patience, to wait,” says Isaiah,
who is the plant’s director of Kids
Stuff and is gradually moving into
an associate pastor role. “For the
first six months people were asking
me all the time, ‘What do you do
for adults?’ The tag line is, ‘It’s an
experience where kids can take
their parents to learn.’”
Generations currently experiences regular attendance of 70 to
80 children and adults. The plant
currently meets at a Jessamine
County school. For Isaiah, the new
church’s goal of empowering families cannot be over-emphasized.
He leads a children’s small
groups program at 10 a.m. on
Sundays called G-Town in the Park,
which Isaiah says “allows parents to
have someone speaking truth to
their kids besides them,” while the
plant’s senior pastor preaches to
the adults. Then, at 11 a.m comes
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Kid’s Stuff and its “no drop-off
policy,” a shared family environment designed as a full-scale, 45minute production.
A third component of the
church is a kit that helps children
develop a prayer life around dinner
time, drive time, etc., and helps parents continue that month’s Bible
theme at home with their kids.
The plant formed its core group

events that reach out to the wider
community, “very non-threatening,
open type of events called Foyer
events,” he adds.
Isaiah says quite a few other
seminary alumni are involved at
the plant, including the senior pastor. “We’ve been able to write out
our own paths and ideas. It’s a
clean slate. We have our basic doctrines and beliefs, and we bounce it

I t ’s a n e x p e r i e n c e w h e r e k i d s
can take their parents to learn.
of 25 with all but two families
from the mother church. In
October 2004, it conducted a servant evangelism type of free giveaway in front of the busy
Nicholasville Kroger store, offering
kids LED necklaces for Halloween.
Eventually, Isaiah and his team led
a 45-minute production in front of
nearly 600 kids and 60 adults at
the elementary school.
The rest of the plant’s growth,
he says, has come through word of
mouth, including the testimonies
of children from the church. “I can
name three that get up every day
and ask their parents, ‘Is today
Kid’s Stuff?”’
This summer, the church has
planned events such as a school
supply drive for Jessamine County;
handing out suntan lotion at the
local pool; and handing out bottled
water at local youth sports events
The church advertises its ministry in the local paper, and plans
to take out a billboard. Its advertising slogan is, “What If Your Kids
Beg You to Go to Church?” A Web
link accompanies all of its promotional materials.
Beyond Sunday mornings, the
church has launched a couple of
small groups. “Small groups are
really going to be the core of our
church. We really believe small
group community is where people
deepen their walk. We plan to
launch a couple more in the fall,
hopefully,” Isaiah says. The church
also is hoping to do some quarterly

off of people who are in the traditional, established churches.
“The seminary has helped.
They’ve moved to a more relevant
ministry model during the past
year, a push of practical ministry.
I’ve seen that shift in my course
assignments especially: ‘You
learned this in the book, how
would you apply it in the church?’”
For Isaiah, serving at the church
is not full-time when it comes to
paying the bills. He is immersed in
the secular workforce as well
through his job for the past two
years at Highbridge Springwater
Company, which involves “a little
bit of everything from truck loading to customer service to sales to
water delivery.” He also serves
Jessamine County as an appointed
zoning commissioner.
For Isaiah, his seminary professors had a big impact on him, especially Dr. Jim Thobaben, who
inspired him in this season of his
life. “‘It’s okay to be a tentmaker,’
he constantly tells me,” Isaiah
notes.
He adds, “We really feel
Jessamine County is ripe for this.
It’s the fourth fastest-growing
county in Kentucky. Its population
is projected to double in so many
years, and yet churches in
Jessamine County are not doubling. Our heart is, ‘Why not? And
what can we do to make that
change?.’ Everyone feels they have
to go to Lexington to get good
quality church.”
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Lexington
Grace

Picture this.

A kitchen table in a small apartment, covered
with calendars. One is from the kids’ school and marks holidays, in-service days,
field trips, and testing schedules. One is off the kitchen wall, and notes family
birthdays, vacations and doctors’ appointments. One is a seminary calendar,
outlining academic terms and campus events. And two more are makeshift
work calendars, with tentative schedules scribbled in the margins. There is a
couple sitting at the table, both holding pencils, waiting to tackle the challenge.
And so it begins–the difficult algebra problem faced by many students—that is planning day-to-day life while in seminary. But unlike
algebra, this problem is filled with emotional twists and turns. It has
faces, needs, feelings and expectations. There are relationships to
maintain—relationships to richly cultivate. All the while juggling various home, school and work responsibilities.
So why do it? Isn’t the one- or two-calendar life complicated
enough as it is?
“God was calling us to do more,” explains pastoral counseling student Grace Gichuru. She and her husband, David, a missions & evangelism student, and their two sons, Amos, 10, and Jesse, 8, felt God
leading them from Kenya to Asbury Seminary, and answering this call.
“We’d been working as pastors in Kenya for quite some time,” she
explains. “Our son Jesse became very ill when he was two, and had to
be hospitalized.” Jesse was suffering cerebral complications from
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Is there more I could do?
More I could say?
malaria, and was in a coma for over
a week. “Bible college students
would come to visit. They would
pray with us, which was wonderful,
but they did not know what else to
say. I thought to myself, is this all I
do too? Is there more I could do?
More I could say?”
The time spent with their son
was intense and emotionally draining. They became painfully aware
that there was no structured support from within the church while
they nursed Jesse in the hospital.
Hard hit by the lack of counseling, pastoral visitations and followup supportive care, Grace began to
realize a desire to effect change. “I
would like to see more clinical pastoral education programs in
Kenya,” she shares enthusiastically.
“Pastors need more training to
know how to come alongside people in situations like we were in.
“Here in the U.S. there are
sometimes churches with a preaching pastor, a pastor of evangelism, a
pastoral counseling minister. In
Kenya, we have to be all these rolled
into one.” Grace sees more specialized training in counseling as one
way to better round out her own
pastoring skills.
Her studies at Asbury are providing her just that. Classes such as
group counseling have been especially encouraging. “In Kenyan culture, it is more acceptable to share
within a group setting—with your
family, with your church. To think
of seeing a counselor one-on-one
might be too intimidating.”
The HIV/AIDS epidemic in
Africa is by all accounts overwhelming. “When I was a pastor I
would visit these patients. There is
such a need,” Grace shares with
empathy. She found the psychosocial needs of these patients in particular to be often overlooked.
“There were only a few trained
counselors there and they were so
expensive. They were unreachable
for the people who needed them
the most.” Grace sees this essential
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counseling starting in churches,
from pastor to parishioner, and
growing into established community-based counseling centers.
This summer, Grace is also participating in a Clinical Pastoral
Education (CPE) program at
Asbury which placed her at the
University of Kentucky Hospital.
After an introduction to the hospital environment, and discussions of
patients’ needs during hospital
stays, Grace would meet with other
CPE students. “We are encouraged
to take a look at ourselves–to deal
with our own potential feelings
and reactions to illness. This
helped us to help others.”
The CPE also exposes her to
various speakers on topics such as
medical ethics, hospice care, and
cancer support groups. But the
largest and most profound aspect
of her time at UK is meeting with
patients. “It can be overwhelming.”
Some proactive patients request
to see a chaplain such as Grace.
Others are referred to Grace by
nurses and doctors who notice
their patient to be anxious or
depressed. Even if no request or
referral is made, Grace still makes
rounds. “I often hear people ask
‘why is this happening to me?’
There is no formula for an answer
to that question. You just come
alongside people and walk with
them on their journey. I do a lot of
listening. A lot of listening,” Grace
shares with a knowing smile.
She’s seen patients struggling to
accept the reality of their illness.
She’s seen terminally ill patients
whose families are unable to let
them go. She’s seen people die of
cancer on a daily basis. “I remember a woman who only had hours
to live. Her family was still hoping
for a miracle.”
Another woman was pregnant
when she found out she had cancer.
“She had to decide between immediate treatment for herself, or carrying her baby to term.” She chose to
carry the baby. Another critically ill

patient was the wife of a minister.
Grace stayed far beyond her allotted
work hours to be with the family
until the woman died. “I had trouble sleeping that night. That hit a
little too close to home.” The
woman had been her husband’s
lifelong partner in ministry, much
like Grace and her husband, David.
“I pray for that family,” she nods.
Such emotional encounters have
the potential to burn out students
like Grace. The hours can be unpredictable, depending on patient
needs and available staff support.
“The first time I started this CPE, I
spent so much time trying to ‘erase’
my thoughts. I would see the
patients in my mind even after I
went home.” Grace soon realized
there was no easy 1-2-3 to detaching from patients’ suffering. “I just
try to take it as easy as I can. Try to
leave as much as I can ‘at the office’
as they say.” It is a learning curve
she admits she is still climbing.
The occasional long day at the
hospital began to drain Grace of
her energy at work and at home.
She and David made the difficult
financial decision to have Grace
quit her part-time job, so she
would have more time with family.
“It was really hard on me. But I
knew my boys needed me more at
home.” Grace sighs quietly, and her
relief is palpable as she describes
cutting back her schedule. She
admits even decisions like this one,
made outside of class or CPE, will
make her a more effective pastor.
“You should see us at the beginning
of each semester,” Grace shares with a
laugh as she gently slaps her knee, recalling the hashing out of multiple schedules
while sitting at that kitchen table. Class
schedules, work schedules, family schedules. “Ooooohhhh it’s quite a sight,” she
says with a contagious smile.
Can you picture it? A woman with
an unquenchable desire to serve her
Lord ‘better’. A husband who wants the
same. Two adorable children. Five calendars. And a God bigger than all of it,
ready to guide their pencils.
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Palestine
Tim

Asbury Seminary student

Tim Hibschman has a heart for people often overlooked when it comes
to the church’s connection with the Holy Land: believers of Palestinian
descent.
Tim is two-thirds of the way done with his Master of Arts in World
Mission and Evangelism degree from the Wilmore campus. The Indiana
native is spending a month of the summer of 2005 seeing that his degree
is more than just theory—by ministering to the Palestinians and seeking
to help present a holistic gospel of both word and deed.
“I am doing this as my final supervised ministry,” Tim explains. “I’m
taking advantage of an opportunity to do ministry in a cross-cultural setting. I want to educate myself about the current situation in Palestine,
particularly the conflict between the Palestinians and Israelis and their
ongoing struggle for peace: ultimately, how is the gospel heard and seen
and experienced in that context?”
His work will involve Palestinian Christians “who are on the margins,
who are on the outside—they don’t get a lot of support from the West. I’ll
be trying to hear their story and understand their plight.” He says his goal
is to explore means and options for reconciliation, engaging in a peacemaking process with the Palestinians.
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Christ gave up his life
to make peace...
“I think that in many ways as
Westerners we need to be able to
show our solidarity and support
with Israelites and Palestinians, and
say we’re willing to not take a side
so to speak,” he says. “North
American Christians often are just
mindlessly pro-Israel, and don’t
think about how we can support in
mission the Palestinians. Some
people don’t even realize there are
Palestinian Christians.”
Tim’s trip is organized by the
Holy Land Trust organization, a
Palestinian not-for-profit entity
based in Bethlehem. He learned of
the organization through spotting
a brochure. Its aim is to strengthen,
encourage and improve the
Palestinian community, working
with families, children, youth and
non-governmental organizations.
“They basically want to create a
community that works,” he
describes. “They want to experience
Shalom—they want to experience
peace with justice. They want to be
friends with Israelites and live
peacefully together.”
Tim added that Holy Land
Trust has a particular focus on
non-violent resistance. “I know that
sounds kind of edgy, but they are
trying to teach, train and develop a
real sense of, ‘How do we make reconciliation happen without trying
to blow people up? How do we do
it in a way that truly models what
it means to follow after Christ?’”
“Christ gave up his life to make
peace,” Tim notes.
Tim’s goal for this trip is to
engender friendships between himself, a Westerner, and the
Palestinians. “Hopefully I can do
that and represent Asbury well,
maybe develop a partnership. There
are real problems, real situations
that I want to become aware of,
and share with the community at
Asbury. “
On his way to the Holy Land,
Tim will swing through Cyprus in
order to research the Greek and
Turkish conflict that has been
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occurring there. This study also is
part of his Supervised Ministries
project.
“The Greeks and Turks who live
on Cyprus have found a way to live
peaceably, even though they still
hate each other. They don’t do
bombs and take over people’s
homes and destroy them with
tanks. The Israelis and Palestinians
haven’t found that yet. I’m sort of
doing this parallel research and
comparison,” he notes.
Tim is motivated by a desire to
learn to view the gospel as both
word and deed. “If the whole of
creation is God’s economy that
needs to be redeemed and reconciled unto him, then as a follower
of Jesus I want to participate with
that whole economy. Wherever the
kingdom is not being embraced, I
want to join his work to see that it
comes to be.”
The student admits that his
perspective on many things has
taken “a 180” since coming to
Asbury Seminary.
“I had no experience before
coming to Asbury that really prepared me. I was pretty green. For
me, seminary has been a growth
experience. The first time I thought
about justice and soul, God saving
us personally and completely,
redeeming all of creation was here
at Asbury. The whole thing of what
it means to be in right relationship
with God and with humankind.”
During his time in seminary,
courses that have been particularly
influential for Tim include
Kingdom Church and World, as
well as Post-Modern Mission. Dr.
Chuck Gutenson has made a significant impact upon his learning
and outlook as well.
Tim hopes to graduate in May
2006. It’s hard to say where he will
go from there, but this summer’s
adventure “is definitely an
exploratory trip,” which could lead
to opportunities for short-term
partnerships and liaisons in various locations across the world.

Tim’s wife, Stefanie, will join
him on the Cyprus leg of the trip.
She formerly led children’s ministries in Australia while Tim
helped plant a church, and now
works as an elementary education
teacher while her husband attends
Asbury. The couple has a two year
old son.
As a student, Tim participates
regularly in Communality, a housechurch movement cofounded in
Lexington by another seminary
graduate, John Smith, as a missional community. Two fellowships
meet in downtown Lexington and
one gathers in downtown Wilmore.
“We do all kinds of ministry, reaching out in the community, trying
to be for the poor and crossing as
many boundaries as we can,” Tim
explains. Tim also is active in the
Wesleyan Seminary Foundation,
serving as the team leader for missions this past year.
In terms of personal disciplines
that keep him growing, Tim’s personal seeking of God and “finding
my story in God’s story” is what he
focuses on. “It’s a constant immersion in the whole of Scripture. To
do it most adequately, it’s not just
my take on it by my involvement in
community. At Communality we’re
seeking for the Word to keep us
active in the world, in the kingdom. Word leads me immediately
into service, in community.”
“All of that has to be grounded
in prayer. I’m constantly finding
myself seeking more prayer. We
pray that God moves in ways that
we just can’t move ourselves,” he
says.
Longer term, Tim sees his vocation grounded in some kind of
urban setting. “It could be in
North America, it could be overseas,” he says. “I want to live out an
incarnational lifestyle. I want to see
the kingdom embraced by the
community in which we choose to
live and live among them.”
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:: A LIFE DEVOTED TO GOD
by Dr. J. Steven Harper, Vice President of the Florida Campus
John 12:24-26

When NBC began

promoting their new
series, Mr. Sterling, a few years ago, they used this question to urge us to
watch: “What difference can one person make?” The obvious answer
was, “Tune in to Mr. Sterling and find out; watch this series and discover how one congressman can make a difference.” I found it amazing to think that a television network would spend millions of dollars
to produce a series aimed to address this question. And yet, I understand that NBC has identified one of the pressing issues of our time.
Millions of people are wondering if their single life can make any difference in the great scheme of things. And that question was the very
thing NBC hoped would be the “hook” to attract our attention to
their program.
Similarly, USA Today conducted a poll in 2002 asking this question,
“If you could ask God one question, what would it be?” Amid all the
possibilities that come to mind, the number one response was, “What
is the purpose of my life?” Despite our growing roles and responsibilities, and the increasing speed with which we move, there is a deep restlessness to know if it makes any difference. There is a nagging anxiety
that our lives may be meaningless and our impact insignificant.
Jesus addressed the same concern in his day in the text from John
12. By using the analogy between a grain of wheat and each of us, he
revealed the potential of a life devoted to God. He answered the question, “What difference can one person make?” His teaching can inspire
and guide us in the life of discipleship today.

1st

First, Jesus declared the “Value of One.”
Jesus put the emphasis upon a single grain of wheat. When I was a
child, my dad worked for the Agricultural Adjustment Act and oversaw
farming in several counties in Texas. I can remember riding with him
to various places as he checked on matters related to his job. One
place I especially remember is the feed store. While dad would talk
with the store managers, I would play in the large bags of seed. They
made great make-believe fortresses, mountains to climb, and places to

“If you could ask God one question,
what would it be?”
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We s e e t h e b a g , b u t G o d s e e s t h e s e e d ,
and declares each seed to have holy value.

hide. There were also large tubs
of seeds from which customers
could scoop their desired quantity. I remember being
impressed with how many
seeds there were. But I never gave
much thought to each seed. Yet, it
is not the accumulation of seeds
that gives each one its power, but
rather within each seed there is the
miraculous capability to reproduce.
Each seed is created to bring forth
a new manifestation of life. We see
the bag, but God sees the seed.
The late Archbishop of
Canterbury, Michael Ramsey, spoke
to this when he wrote, “The glory
of Christianity is its claim that
small things really matter and that
the small company, the very few,
the one man, the one woman, the
one child are of infinite worth to
God…. The infinite worth of the
one is the key to the Christian
understanding of the many.” We
see the bag, but God sees the seed,
and declares each seed to have holy
value.
Perhaps this is an understanding you need to have of yourself.
I’ve known many people who never
felt valuable in and of themselves.
So, they sought for their identity
and their value in their associations. They thought of themselves
the way others thought of them.
And while there is much to be said
for the benefits and blessings of
community, it is not in your connection to others that your value is
determined. God has given you an
eternal and inestimable value in
and of yourself.
This is also a perspective we
need to have in relation to others.
Sometimes without even realizing
it, we fall prey to a “more is better”
perspective. It can have a pervasively devastating effect on us—raising
or lowering our motivation,
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depending on the “size” of importance we give to things. Instead,
the radical call of the Gospel is to
completely reverse our sense of
value and to realize that each of us
is of infinite value to God. And
furthermore, the call is to give ourselves in highest motivation to the
individual right in front of us who
is in need of our attention or care.
We see the bag, but God sees the
seed.

2nd

Second, Jesus revealed the
“Vision of One.”
He says that a single seed, “bears
much fruit.” None of us is a selfcontained unit. Instead, each of us
exerts a widening influence upon
people we know, and upon many
we will never know. Perhaps one of
the greatest mysteries of life is precisely this—the impact one life has
upon an expanding circle of people
and situations.
I saw this firsthand in 1973,
when Dr. J.T. Seamands took 19 of
us to India. In every village, we were
met by a throng of Christians who
literally created parades for us from
the outskirts to the church where
we worshiped God. For nearly a
month we made these daily visits,
with the same atmosphere each
time. We were greeted with smiles
and hugs, given fresh garlands of
flowers to put around our necks,
and led in a grand procession of
praise to God. I’ve never experienced anything like it before or
since.
In a very real sense, it was all
about the vision and influence of
one man, a missionary-engineer
named E.A. Seamands. “Tata” (as
they called him) had come to their
village and offered them Christ.

And although most of the original
converts were dead and gone, the
subsequent disciples had never gotten over it. When we came to their
villages decades later, they greeted
us with unrivaled hospitality and
gratitude.
J.T. Seamands was “Tata’s” son,
and he too had served for a long
time in India. One day, I saw the
same thing happen to him. While
we were resting in Bidar on a very
hot afternoon, Dr. Seamands
learned that an aged Indian friend
had come to the compound to see
him. We went outside to greet this
man, but none of us was ready for
what happened next. When the
two old friends saw each other, the
Indian ran toward J.T. and fell at
his feet in a seven-point prostration—the deepest act of reverence
one person can give to another—
both feet, both knees, both elbows,
and the nose, all touching the
ground. There were no words, only
holy silence, as the power of one
life in the life of another was portrayed right in front of us.
Although these experiences
happened to me 30 years ago, they
have never dimmed in my memory.
They served to awaken me to seeing many people whose lives have
had a similar influence upon
numerous others. I continue to
make my list of individuals whose
lives have influenced mine. As you
read these words, I suspect you are
thinking of people who have had a
similar singular influence upon
you. Now I want you to understand that you have that influence
upon others. You may be able to
name some of those you’ve
touched, but there will be many
others over time who will be affected by your life. Like the single seed
in Jesus’ teaching, you will “bear
much fruit.”
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3rd

Third, Jesus cautioned us about
the “Variable of One.”
The warning is in the one word,
“unless.” The value of the seed is
lost and the vision of the seed is
never realized, “unless a grain of
wheat falls into the ground….”
Jesus sought to make clear that the
influence of a single life depends
upon a person’s willingness to give
himself or herself to God. “Falling
into the ground” was his way of
using a natural action to reveal a
significant spiritual truth—the
truth that we do not really live
until we give ourselves away.
When I was about 12 years of
age, my dad gave me a little blue
book written by Edgar A. Guest, a
well-known newspaper reporter
from Detroit. The book was entitled, You Can’t Live Your Own Life.
The title goes a long way in telling
you what the book is about. I
believe it was Dad’s effort to teach
me one of the great lessons of life—
namely, that our lives are never
really our own. Dad wanted me to
enter my teenage years with an
understanding that the value of my
life was in relation to my willingness to live it for others.
Connecting this with historic
Christianity, we are dealing with
the great theme of “abandonment
to God.” The whole idea is simply
what Jesus said—if we do not fall
into the ground, we remain a single
seed. If we refuse to abandon ourselves, we remain isolated individuals who may live long on the earth,
but do so never realizing our full
purpose or potential. On the other
hand, as we awaken to God’s call to
surrender our lives to Christ, we
increasingly come alive to our highest calling and greatest source of
satisfaction.

Frank Laubach, the great missionary and father of the literacy
movement, began each day praying
these words, “God, what are you
doing in the world today that I can
help you with?” Laubach’s prayer
rooted his life in the soil of surrender. Every morning he inquired
how he could honor God by living
for more than his own interests.
The prayer is wise in recognizing
that when we awaken, God is
already at work. We are always following the God who is moving
ahead of our plans and ideas. The
prayer is equally wise in realizing
there may be things each day that
God is doing, but that we are not
called to be involved in—or to say it
another way, each day has more
needs and opportunities than any
one of us can attend to. So, the
prayer of abandonment is not a
prayer for never-ending, feverish
activity. Rather, it is the request of
a devoted heart, content to find its
place in the larger plans and
actions of God. The variable, the
hinge upon which life turns, is our
willingness to offer ourselves to
God in this way.

4th

Fourth, Jesus called forth the
“Venture of One.”
He used the strange word “dies”
to instill the notion. In the natural
world, we know that when a seed
“dies,” it actually germinates. It is
not destroyed; it is released to
achieve the miracle of its mission.
This is what Jesus means when he
calls us to “die” for him. He has no
interest to negate our lives, or to
destroy them, but rather he has
every intention to use us beyond
self-containment. Our lives “germinate” when we give them to him.

We are never nearer the purpose
of our existence than when we
embrace the idea of life lived for
others. Each day dawns with new
opportunities to live in ways that
touch others. Moment by
moment, we find ourselves with
people and within circumstances
that can be affected by our influence. When we give ourselves to
God in those moments, we “die”
(germinate) and we find the grace
of God released for the good of
persons and circumstances.
This is why E. Stanley Jones
wrote and spoke about victory
through surrender. The victory is precisely in the venturing forth—the offering of
our single life to God as a
means of grace. It may be
through direct involvement or through indirect stewardship, so that others can be influential in their callings. It doesn’t
matter. What matters is that we
come to see this kind of living as
the “venture” called for in living for
Jesus. We realize that this is the
very reason why we were put on the
earth.
It does not take long to see that
this venture is also an “adventure.”
I know a very influential businessman who lived many years of his
life on his own terms and for his
own benefit. He lived a good life,
and it would be wrong to suggest
that his life had no influence
before he became a Christian. He
did a lot of good along the way.
But when he came to understand
himself as a single grain of wheat,
falling into the ground, for Jesus,
his life took on a depth of influence it had never known before. I
have had the privilege of watching
him develop increasing joy as he
journeys with Christ in the “venture” he is created for, and I have

. . . a s w e a w a k e n t o G o d ’s c a l l t o s u r r e n d e r o u r l i v e s t o C h r i s t ,
we increasingly come alive...
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seen that venture become a
thrilling adventure for him.
For this man, and for millions
of others like him, the secret came
in confronting the very question
behind the television series, Mr.
Sterling–“What difference can one
person make?” Jesus’ analogy is as
fresh as our latest contemplations
about ourselves and our purpose
on the earth. His call is to offer
ourselves as “single grains” so that
the “much fruit” of Kingdom living can be realized. In the 18th
century, John Wesley came to
understand his life in this same
way, and in our contemporary

emerged–a family numbering more
than 35 million. Would he be
humbled and amazed by the fruit
of his devotion? Yes. But he would
also recognize that this is the way
God works with each of us. God
takes us as “single seeds” that are
willing to “fall into the ground and
die,” so that in ways known and
unknown, there will be “much
fruit.” Such is the nature of a life
devoted to God. I pray it will be
the understanding you have of
your own life, and that such an
understanding will shape the commitments you make day by day.

Wesleyan Covenant Service, we
echo his spirit when we pray,
I am no longer my own but Thine,
Put me to what Thou wilt.
Rank me with whom Thou wilt.
Put me to doing. Put me to suffering.
Let me be employed for Thee, or laid
aside for Thee,
Exalted for Thee, or brought low for
Thee.
Let me be full, let me be empty.
Let me have all things, let me have
nothing.
I freely and heartily yield all things
to Thy pleasure and disposal.
From Wesley’s “single life,” a
worldwide Methodist family has

Asbury Theological Seminary was founded “to prepare and send forth a well-trained, sanctified, Spirit-filled, evangelistic
ministry to spread scriptural holiness throughout the world.”

We still live by this today.
And our students are making a difference. They are the “single seeds” who are willing to “fall into the ground and die.”

This is who we are.
ENROLLMENT: Total 1,741

Wilmore - 1,121

Orlando - 243

Virtual - 377

ENROLLMENT BY DEGREE:
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CAMPUS NEWS
Asbury Seminary Announces New
Ph.D. Program
Dr. Jeffrey E. Greenway, president of Asbury Theological
Seminary, and Mr. Lane Rees,
Chairperson of the board for the
Foundation for Evangelism, an
affiliate of the General Board of
Discipleship of the United
Methodist Church, recently
announced a partnership to establish a Ph.D. program for
Evangelism at Asbury Theological
Seminary. This degree program
will focus on responsible evangelism in the Wesleyan tradition.
Mr. Lane Rees presented Dr.
Greenway with a signed letter to
provide funding for the program
earlier in the semester. “This funding will provide a faculty position,
research and educational needs,
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campus news

and scholarships for prospective
students,” Mr. Rees explained.
The new program will begin
accepting students in the fall
semester of 2007, pending
approval by our accrediting
agency. One faculty member will
be added to the Asbury Seminary
campus to facilitate this degree.
Bishop Richard C. Looney,
President of the Foundation adds,
“We celebrate with the Asbury family in this new venture to train people to do evangelism responsibly.”
Asbury Seminary will be one of
two theological schools in North
America that will receive funding
for this program. Dr. Greenway
expressed his enthusiasm for the
degree by saying, “This strategic
decision symbolizes Asbury’s commitment to its historic roots of

being the finest graduate theological school in the Wesleyan, evangelical, holiness tradition. It signals our growing commitment to
help produce the finest in our tradition in post-graduate studies.”
Asbury Celebrates Graduation
266 graduates received degrees
from Asbury Seminary in May. 231
graduated from the Kentucky
campus and 35 from the Florida
campus. 216 masters degrees were
awarded, along with 46 doctoral
degrees.
Asbury Hosts Sculptor from
Colombia
During the season of Lent,
Asbury’s center of campus was
transformed. For more than a
week, Carlos Vasquez carved a portrait of Jesus into a nearly 8-foot
tree trunk. The same hands that
once cut cocaine now carve images
of redemption.
Carlos shared his story during
chapel on the Asbury Seminary
campus. As a 14-year-old boy, he
was swept up in the Colombian
drug trafficking scene, working in
a cocaine lab that produced 1,500
pounds of cocaine a week. This
life continued into adulthood
until he was arrested and put in
one of the largest and most notorious prisons in Medellin,
Colombia—Bellavista.
After entering prison, he says
he remembers feeling so burdened
by his past that he felt he had
nothing to live for. “Sin had damaged my image.” While in prison,
he turned over his life to Jesus
Christ. “After becoming a
Christian, I began carving,” he
says. “We don’t like the blows that
come into our lives. As God uses
his chisel in my life, He makes me
more like Himself.”
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relevant

TR A DITION

r e v i ta l i z i n g w e s l e y ’s t h e o lo g y fo r to d ay
2006 ministry conference
january 30 - february 2, 2006

T

he contemporary world is where we are called to serve God today. But the world can be a
confusing place where values and world views often collide and where tradition is often
overlooked. Join us January 30-February 2, 2006, as we listen, learn and dialog with each other
about our relevant tradition and the impact it can have on today's culture.
You'll learn from gifted and passionate speakers, worship in song, Word and prayer, and
connect with other believers searching for ways to make the Gospel come alive. Highlights
include: An interactive discussion on Wesley’s hymns; an exploration of Wesleyan discipleship
for today and more than 20 topical seminars ranging from spiritual formation to ethics.
For more information on the 2006 Ministry Conference, contact the Continuing Education
Department at 1-888-264-0500, by email, continuing_education@asburyseminary.edu, or by
visiting us on the web at www.ministry-conf.org

T

F E A T U R E D S P E A K E R S : (a complete listing is available at www.ministry-conf.org)

Jeff
Greenway

Stacy
Minger

Bishop Scott
Jones

Sponsored by : Asbury Theological Seminary

Karen
Greenwaldt

L. Gregory
Jones

www.asburyseminary.edu |

Ellsworth
Kalas

